
blanc’s verTical gardens Quickly adapT  
and flourish, creaTing bioTopes ThaT  
aTTracT insecTs and birds and buZZ wiTh life.  
 

Photo anTonio lobo

caixa foruM in Madrid, builT by swiss  
archiTecTs herZog & de Meuron. paTrick 
blanc creaTed The Mur vegeTal, or verTical 
garden.  
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	 ThE	wALLS		
	 	 hAvE	LUnGS		

 Bringing greenery indoors 
 and sticking gardens on 
 to façades seems to Be 
 on the up and up. 

iF yoU’Re like me and think that 
botany is an outdoor activity, you’re going to 
have to open your mind and smell the flowers 
for this issue’s case Study. it’s all about green 
walls and vertical gardens. This phenomenon has 
come into the spotlight in recent years thanks to 
high-profile projects like the musée Quai branly 
by Jean nouvel in paris (2006) and this year’s 
completion of the caixa Forum in madrid by 
herzog & de meuron. Just two of a very long list 
of architectural projects featuring interior and 
exterior green walls. 
 one outfit responsible for a tenfold increase of 
interior green walls is indoorlandscaping, based 
in the German town of trier. andreas Schmidt 
started out his firm in 1998 and has since realized 
many projects. Schmidt and his team of seven 
do more than just construct and design vertical 
gardens in office buildings, as their name implies, 
they landscape interiors. and the company has 
patented its Green Wall, a wall developed and 

perfected by Schmidt’s company partner and 
horticultural engineer bernhard haering. as 
the guys state on the firm’s web site: ‘Green Wall 
[is] a newly developed, patented green wall for 
a laminar, vertical growth of small-leaf plants 
– an astonishing effect on the interior design, 
both visual and climatic. an optical attraction 
that contributes to a healthy indoor climate by 
spending oxygen and air humidity.’
 on the phone from trier, andreas Schmidt 
explains how it works: ‘it functions with a germ 
free, passive humidification. it’s possible for us 
to calculate exactly how many square metres 
you need for an individual room volume with 
individual parameters (the materials present, the 
air-change rate, how many people work inside 
a room, how many operable windows/laser 
printers/etcetera there are, and so forth).  
in winter, an increase from 25% to 45% humidity 
can be gained, which means more comfort and 
less irritation of mucous membranes and lungs, 

because humidified air binds dust particles. 
and it’s possible the thermostat can be turned 
down, because of the higher energy transport via 
moistened air. So energy can be saved without 
changing the perceptible temperature.’
 So why construct a botanical wall if it’s only 
about humidity? because it isn’t. Floral species 
also photosynthesize (the process by which 
plants convert sunlight, carbon dioxide and 
water into food), thus reducing the amount of 
carbon dioxide in the air and increasing levels 
of oxygen. but again, there are ways of achieving 
this without creating a green wall inside your 
office. Schmidt: ‘yes. but you cannot rule out the 
psychological effects of a green wall on the  
people working inside these buildings.’ What  
he means is that a big botanical wall inside an  
office space does wonders for productivity and 
keeps employees healthy and happy. There’s 
something about being in the presence of 
peaceful, breathing, nice-looking, growing 
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green wall of 110 M2 by indoorlandscaping 
in The headQuarTers of The hypovereinsbank  
in Munich, gerMany.  
 

Photo chrisTian richTers

green wall by indoorlandscaping.  
ready-culTivaTed panels (40 x 60 cM) wiTh  
The subTropical shrub soleirolia and a fern, 
called pTeris creTica. each panel consisTs  
of a layer of polysTyrene, a layer of  
phenonolic resin foaM and a layer of 
shrubs. The chessboard characTer  
disappears wiThin a few days.  
 

Photo indoorlandscaping

ann deMeuleMeesTer shop in seoul (2007),  
designed by Mass sTudies. The sTairs leading 
To The baseMenT shop begin as a narrow, 
whiTe, archiTecTural space ThaT gradually 
enlarges To becoMe an organic shape - ‘like 
a Moss-covered subTerranean cave’.

Photo yong-kwan kiM 

‘O 
‘ur focus as 

designers is to 
    have a monochrome 
              and graPhic, 
     living wall texture’ 
 
            andreas schMidT 
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organisms that makes us feel good. Think about 
that and then think about the fact that this wall 
does wonderful things like clean the air, control 
the climate (you can get rid of the air con), and 
absorb sound and dust. 
 With sustainability being all the rage these 
days and green being the new black, big 
corporations are quick to catch on (anything 
to spare the environment, of course). Schmidt: 
‘insurance and automotive companies with 
huge corporate buildings often think about 
making a green statement or creating a visual 
effect in lobbies and boardrooms. but especially 
regarding the multitude of benefits of our green 
walls, clients want to integrate green in the 
architectural language and concept. For their 
new headquarters in charlotte, north carolina 
the bank of america has asked us to design green 
walls as well as place climbing plants and trees 
throughout the building.’
 indoorlandscaping constructs rather slick-

looking walls featuring small plants and grass 
types that are kept neat and tidy by cleaning 
and regular pruning. Schmidt: ‘our focus as 
designers is to have a monochrome and graphic, 
living wall texture. Think wall paper with 
additional benefits.’
 how different are the vertical gardens created 
by French scientist and self-proclaimed artist 
patrick blanc. his lush creations are left to grow 
and flower without having to fear the snip of the 
pruning shears. although blanc has made many 
interior vertical gardens, by design they are best 
suited to grow on the exteriors of buildings. The 
walls soon turn into biotopes that attract insects 
and birds and buzz with life. a wonderful green 
element in urban areas (imagine Shanghai with 
a vertical garden on every corner building!), 
but somehow not so suited for corporate 
boardrooms.
 The technique behind green walls or vertical 
gardens is seductively simple. What blanc 

does is basically mimic nature’s way of doing 
things. and nature has a way of finding the easy 
(read: energy-efficient) way out. The first thing 
to know is that plants and grass types do not 
need soil to grow. Flora thrives on minerals and 
water and needs something to hang on to. in 
traditional gardens this bedding is soil, but ferns 
in rainforests, for example, can easily cling to 
rock faces next to water falls and lead happy and 
productive lives. closer to home is the example of 
climbing plants making their way up brick walls 
or chimneys of houses.  
 all manufacturers of green walls and vertical 
or hanging gardens know this. The trick is to find 
a way of making it work in boardrooms or on city 
streets without having to hire a horticulturalist 
24/7. Unfortunately, patrick blanc could not be 
reached to comment on this matter and Schmidt 
& co. are keeping their lips sealed due to the 
patented product they are selling. however, 
Queens University in canada has a similar 
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jean nouvel’s Musée Quai branly in paris 
was coMpleTed in 2006. paTrick blanc’s  
verTical garden on one of The walls has 
since Then coMe To full blooM. 

The ingolsTadT sparkasse green wall  
in  Munich. 

Photo indoorlandscaping

The ingolsTadT sparkasse in Munich goT  
The green wall TreaTMenT in 2006 by indoor-
landscaping. iT Measures 3 x 15 M.  
 

Photo indoorlandscaping

T 
 he first thing  

to know is that  
      Plants and grass  
   tyPes do not need  
               soil to grow
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project going. Their so-called bio wall is three 
storeys high and grows on an interior wall. it is 
based on the same principles as the green walls 
and vertical gardens. 
 The bio wall consists of two layers of loosely-
woven plastic attached to the existing concrete 
wall. The material is about 3 cm thick and 
is attached in pieces. The top layer has cuts 
that enable plants to be slid inside. The roots 
of the plants do the rest, clutching onto the 
porous material. a pump at the base of the wall 
transports water to the top which then cascades 
down, bringing water and nutrients to the 
flora. The water is recycled, every now and then 
nutrients are added and every month the system 
is drained. While the draining is being done, the 
plants are dusted, wetted and pruned. a vapour 
barrier is installed in front of the wall and behind 
the dry wall to ensure that the concrete structure 
doesn’t become waterlogged. 
 obviously, construction methods may vary 

from wall to wall. For example, indoor-
landscaping attaches pre-prepared panels 
measuring 40 x 60 cm to the wall. but the 
technique and principles are the same: let plants 
and grasses cling to something and give them 
nutrients and water without damaging the 
architectural structure. 

www.indoorlandscaping.com 
www.verticalgardenpatrickblanc.com
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